The integrated glucose insulin minimal model: An improved version.
This paper describes the improved integrated minimal model for healthy subjects and patients with type 2 diabetes and the work leading up to this model. The original integrated minimal model characterizes simultaneously glucose and insulin following intravenous glucose tolerance test (IVGTT) in healthy subjects and provides apart from estimates of indices for insulin sensitivity (Si) and glucose effectiveness (SG), also full simulation capabilities. However, this model was developed using IVGTT data of total glucose and consequently, the model cannot separate hepatic glucose production from glucose disposal. By fitting the original integrated minimal model to IVGTT data of labelled and total glucose, we show that all parameter estimates of the glucose sub-model were significantly different between the fits, in particular, SG, which was ~3 fold higher with total, compared to labelled glucose. In addition, the time profiles of hepatic glucose production, obtained from the model, were unphysiological in most subjects. To correct these flaws, we developed the improved integrated minimal model based on the non-integrated, two-compartment minimal model. The improved integrated minimal model showed physiologically plausible dynamic time profiles of hepatic glucose production and all parameter estimates were compatible with those reported in original publication of the non-integrated minimal model. The integrated minimal model offers the benefits of the original integrated minimal model with simulation capabilities, in presence of endogenous insulin, combined with the benefits of the non-integrated minimal model, which accurately estimates the clinical indices of insulin sensitivity and glucose effectiveness. In addition, the improved integrated minimal model describes, apart from healthy subjects, also patients with type 2 diabetes.